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Beneath these are the seven heavens with Michael, Gabriel, Shateiel ("angel of 

silence"), Shaḥaḳiel, ("angel of shahaḳim"), Baradiel, Baraḳiel, and Sadriel ("angel 

of order") as chiefs; and beneath them in the Velon, Galgaliel, and Ofaniel, 

Rehaṭiel, and Kokbiel as the angels of sun-wheel, moon-wheel, planets, and the 

other stars with all their hosts; the seventy-two angel-princes of the nations being 

stationed above these (Hekalot, published by Jellinek, "Ḳontros ha-Maggid," pp. 

31 et seq.). 
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Sachiel
For the Angel in Neon Genesis Evangelion, see Angel (Neon Genesis Evangelion)#Sachiel.
In kabbalistic and Christian angelology, Sachiel is an archangel of
the order of Cherubim. The meaning of his name is given as "the
covering of God" [1] and he is associated with the Zodiacal sign
Sagittarius,[2] the weekday Thursday, wealth and charity. While in
most sources Sachiel presides over Thursday, others do assign him
to Monday or Friday.Wikipedia:Citation needed All associate him
with the planet Jupiter; as such, in new age angel lore he can be
invoked for matters involving money, finance, law, politics, and
religion.[3] His sigil appears in Francis Barrett's The Magus, an
early nineteenth century compendium of occult lore. It also
appears in the 16th century treatise, The Complete Book of Magic
Science.

In popular culture

In the Japanese anime franchise Neon Genesis Evangelion, a giant
monster of the same name, belonging to the race known as the Angels, appears in the first two episodes of the anime
series.
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